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Established 1961 

KFSD launches inspection campaign on elevators

The issue of fake bachelor, master and PhD
degrees raised in various media is nothing new.
It was raised before without receiving a proper

response, when some citizens bought fake degrees
from the Philippines and some Arab and GCC coun-
tries. I then wrote warning and expressing amazement
at universities receiving students on Fridays, Saturdays
and holidays. These people were spiritually supported
and motivated to get higher degrees, which entitled
them to unlawfully get new titles, promotions, power
and money. 

“Why didn’t you get such degrees back in the 1980s
or earlier if you really relied on your own hard work?” I
would ask those people, who could hardly get through
high school. Studying was different in those days and
wearing wireless earpieces was not an integral condi-
tion to sit for an exam. Since then, the issue has been
having its ups and downs, where some ministers were
very strict about it and others were more tolerant. 

I recall the final results back in 1984, when I got my
high school leaving certificate - half the students failed
the final exam, a quarter passed with 47-50 percent,
which was just enough for them to join PAAET, and
only a few of us got over 60 percent. I was one of those
lucky few and joined the only university in Kuwait -
Kuwait University - while some colleagues joined the
police or the army. Our high school certificate was
tough to get and we could only obtain it through hard
work. 

Nowadays, those holding fake degrees have the
highest positions, including academics and top officials
who obtained their degrees without fear of accounta-
bility. The education ministry recently said hundreds of
reports had been filed with the public prosecution con-
cerning fake degrees. Where on earth was the ministry
years ago when we read news about the cost of getting
degrees from the Philippines, including PhDs? Was
MoE clinically dead then, when the problem was still
snowballing? It seems that the ministry was busy
spending its budget on expat teachers and supporting
them. Teachers no longer teach their students and yet
MoE yields whenever they demand pay raises!

Teachers nowadays are more keen on attracting
more students for private tuitions, which 70 percent of
the families have to provide. CSC will never be able to
employ more citizens while MoE and other ministries
recruit holders of fake degrees. While a citizen with an
authentic degree gets KD 1,000 monthly, for example,
holders of fake degrees may get up to KD 4,000, which
is unfair because removing one of those people will
provide job opportunities for three citizens. 

It seems that these people did not have the magic
lamp before 1990, but later they rubbed it and the
genie came out shouting: “PhDs - at your service!” 

PhDs - at your service!
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KUWAIT: As part of its activities to boost public
awareness about safety conditions while using eleva-
tors, KFSD’s prevention sector inspection teams
launched an intensive inspection campaign of various
buildings to make sure all elevators work safely and
properly. KFSD deputy director for prevention affairs
Maj Gen Khaled Abdullah Fahd urged various facility
owners to have elevators regularly maintained by
accredited licensed companies, install inner protection
doors and replace all manual doors with automatic ones.

Hajj medical mission
MoH’s media office manager Dr Ghalya Al-Mutairi

said a special plan has been prepared to cooperate with
the ministry of awqaf and the hajj medical mission. The
aim of the plan is to provide all the data needed to avoid
health problems for all age categories during the hajj
season. Speaking on the sidelines of an awareness semi-
nar organized by the office under the auspices of Health
Minister Sheikh Dr Basel Al-Sabah for members of the

medical team due to accompany the hajj  mission,
Mutairi stressed that pre-hajj vaccinations were a
requirement. Pilgrims are also to be advised on the
utmost importance of medical kits. She also highlighted
the need to be fully prepared to deal with pilgrims with
chronic diseases and the safe storage of medicines.
Furthermore, Mutairi reminded team members that pil-
grims will be possibly subjected to various types of
infections developing amongst huge crowds, in addition
to dehydration, sunstroke, exhaustion and gastric disor-
ders, and urged them to be fully prepared to deal with
such cases. 

KPTC allowances 
KPTC employees’  syndicate chairman Khaled

Abdullah Al-Awadhi said the syndicate had suggested
paying citizens working in KPTC national labor support
allowances. He stressed that MP Abdullah Al-Kandari
supports this proposal and submitted it to the parlia-
mentary financial and economic affairs committee on
Sunday. Awadhi expressed hope that lawmakers will
approve and pass this proposal because citizens work-

ing for KPTC had not received any pay hikes for years
like their peers in the government and private sector.
“Unfortunately, KPTC employees are treated as private
sector employees in various aspects but do not even get
one quarter of the incentives citizens working for the
private sector get,” he underlined, noting that he had
met KIA Chairman and Managing Director Farouq
Bastaki, who promised to consider paying national labor
support allowances to 70 citizens working for KPTC. 

Overemployment problems 
A number of young Kuwaiti graduates pleaded

Minister of Commerce and PAI Chairman Khaled Al-
Roudhan to accelerate the process of allocating an
industrial plot in the Amghara scrap area in order to put
an end to overemployment in government bodies and
support Kuwaiti youth seeking entrepreneurship oppor-
tunities. In an official letter addressed to Roudhan, the
young graduates demanded evicting the current occu-
pants of sectors 1, 2 and 3 of the area who had lease
contracts from Agility company, as the contract it had
signed with PAI has expired. They also demanded divid-

ing the area into 5,000 sq m plots and offering them for
bidding amongst Kuwaiti youth to help resolve the
problem of unemployment, increase the state’s revenues
and achieve equality amongst citizens. 

Summer training 
Kuwait Science Club (KSC) Chairman Talal Jassim

Al-Kharafi highly commended the ongoing cooperation
with the Manpower and Government Restructuring
Program (MGRP), namely in terms of hiring students
during the summer vacation so that they could spend
their holidays fruitfully. Speaking during a meeting with
MGRP’s training department manager Tareq Al-Kandari,
Kharafi stressed that MGRP’s summer training program
had attracted many Kuwait students and that it provides
them with ample chances to get first hand training to
prepare them for their future jobs. Kharafi suggested
offering students part-time jobs throughout the year as
well. Kandari thanked KSC for its constant support to
the student training program and stressed that the club
is the most active in serving youth amongst various
NGOs in Kuwait. 

KUWAIT: Ahmadi detectives are looking for 10 men who
allegedly attacked and beat up four young men inside a
mall causing them fractures, cuts and bruises. The prose-
cutor has listed the case as a felony. Meanwhile, in another
incident, a video clip shared on social media documented a
fight in Shuwaikh area between two youths. The reason for
the fight was unknown though some rumors indicate it was
because of the Kiki dance. Kuwaiti authorities have
banned the popular viral ‘challenge’ whereby social media
users film themselves dancing alongside a moving car. 

Keifan co-op theft
A young man was taken to Keifan police station

charged with theft of three sets of earphones for mobiles
phones. Police received a call from Keifan co-op, saying
that a young man was caught in the act of stealing the ear-
phones. The suspect confessed to taking the ear phones
but denied that he intended to steal them. A case was filed.

Saudi kills brother, friend 
Border policemen arrested a Saudi national who

attempted to escape after killing both his brother and a
mutual friend. The suspect was held at the border as a
travel ban was placed on him for having prior debt
charges. He then confessed to the killing and said he was
attempting to escape the country. A security source said
the suspect was taken to Um Al-Haiman where he commit-
ted the crime and where the bodies of the two victims
were found in the house diwaniya. The suspect said he had
used a machine gun to kill his victims. 

—translated by Kuwait Times

Fight over
‘Kiki’ dance?


